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TRIUMPH TR4A '66, 4 newsteel
radial tires; SNOW PLOW; FORD
ARMY JEEP ,42, 11,000 mil es;
miseelianeaus furniture and books.
Best offers -- must sell immediately.
658-8189
Fl LM: Tri-X, black and white,
ASA 400. 20 exposures, $ .40,
pius$ .25 refundable cassette
charge. Marshall Kupchan,
Box 466, Campus Mail.

theblob
Cosmos and Community -The Ontologieal Symbolism of 'The Blob'

primordial chaos through the celebration
of the Apollonian element, the world of
individual form and reason. In bandi ng
Sunday night the present writer was sad- together to create th1s center the people
impose meaning upon their existence and
dened to witness !he lack of aesthetic
appreciation among the B~rd com~unityf strengthen it, thereby giving rise toa eosThe same students who thmk nothmg of mogony that orders the universe.
writing pretentious interpretations of
Greeks slaying one-eyed giants or clerks
The antagonist, the Blob, depicts the
turning into cockroaches overnight saw
Dionysian element of amorphous chaos
fit to snigger ata story of teenagers bat- that assimilates all individual forms, the
tling ahostile hulk of extraterrestial pro- unconscious unity of nature disrupted by
toplasm, and in so doing deprived them- human awareness. This menace to the
selves of_an enriching intellectual experi- affirmation of man's existence arrives
ence. This essay will show that 'The
from the black voids of space, which are
Blob' was a brilliant cinematic statement uninhabited, unknown, and therefore unof sweeping philosophical significance,
cosmocized. It lands in a region of dark
in which can be traced the influence of
desolation, a swamp, outside the ordering
the religious analysis of Mircea Eliade,
of the human center. Hereit encounters
its first victim and through him enters the
the social conscience reflected in the
works of Albert Camus, and the artistic
center to threaten the community and its
concepts of Frederick Nietzsche. For in corresponding cosmogony.
'The Blob' we have a paradigmatic expresThis first victim is an old and feeble hersian of the triumph of the cosmogony
mit. By the physical and mental ineptever the amorphous chaos through the
regeneration of the human society by the ness resulting from his age, this character
initiation of youth.
serves to remind us of the implacable limitations of human life. Next, we must
The town which serves as the setting isa note that this man is alienated from the
social community and lives outside the
microcosm of the human community.
Here man has built a rampart against the
to page 7

musieal chairs
OR NOTES FROM SWAMPY SHADES MOTOR COURT
The Swampy Shades (Cruger, Sawkill,
Bartlett, and Stephens Houses, as weil as
their above-the-water-line companion,
Annandale House) has, in recent days,
achieved regional recognition as the paragon of modern existential living.

We, however, have no intentian of living
with someone else's floor plans, or someone else's taste. In the midst of this period
of austerity at Bard, it seems rather superfluous to hire an interior decorator. Moreover, if we take a close look at the appalli
display of atrocious taste and deadpan
Why should we complain? They're staraesthetic which appear rather obviously to
ving in India, but we happen to be spoiled, be the result of employing such a person,
ego-centric bourgeois children attending
it becomes even more evident that such an
expenditure could have been channelled
Bard College.
more meaningfully.
And everything is relevant.
We, this institution's chasen few can't
avoid identifying with suburban,' overfed
America. Are we therefore to aecept a
silent majority position? Our oppression
is real.
Dig:
1) Residents of Annandale requested that
one-half of their social room be made into
a kitchen area, the appiianees to be provided by students living in the afore-mentioned dorm. Authorization was denied.

2) A refrigerator owned by two Bard students was lent to the Red Balloon last
semester. Since the Red Balloon is no
longer functioning, they requested that
it be moved to one of the spacious Sawkill House bathrooms. The request for relocation was denied.
3) The residents of the Swampy Shades,

repulsed by the steriie and stagnant atmosphere existing ineach social room of the
"Stalags" rearranged the furniture in
Sawkill, Cruger, Bartlett, and Stephens
Houses recently in an attempt to make
I ivi ng conditions a trifle mare comfortable.
The furniture (which is ugly, to say the
!east~ was treated with all due respect;
nothmg was scratched or damaged at all.
The next day, Mrs. Engracia Coons was bewildered by the change and informed Mrs.
Klinethat it had occurred. Mrs. Kllne responded with an order to replace each
piece of furniture (Mrs. Kl ine was equipped
with a chart depicting the exact location of
every credenza and lamp) within two days.
The people who'd moved the furniture
were sorry to have impl icated Mrs. Coons
in any way. We had no desire to do so and
take full responsibility for our actions.

The college has a deficit of $90,000.

;~~~t~~~~i~~:da: ~~:f:~~1e~!; i~n~~~:~~-

The res1dents of the barracks dorms
aren't laboring under any misconceptions.
We realize that we're privileged: our
rooms are large, carpeted, and adequate.
The general feeling here simply seems to
be that since the college as a whole provided money for both the buildings and
their furnishings, impraetieal and unnecessarv decorations should not have been
bought. Basically, these included bureaus,
credenzas, and illiterate light fixtures
(e.g. La Rousse instead of Larousse) as
weil as repulsively color-coordinated eurtai ns and sofas.
We feel that social rooms should serve
mare of a purpose than they do now. As
it stands, Stephens House should be renamed Amazonian Nightmare, and Sawkill, Winter Wonderland. The proposal
of Annandale residents whereby kitchen
appiianees would be provided and installed by students seems to point toward
more practical possibilities for barracks
social rooms. And cooperation on the
part of B & G would be helpful. Perhaps
the most important point of all is that if
people are going to be living in a certain
house, they should have the perogative
to arrange their common roomina manner acceptable to them. Where thereis
a vested interest, there is legitimate cause
for protest. The interior decorator and
Mrs. Kline do not live at Swampy Shades.
Hopefully, all parties concerned will
cometo reason, because we truly have
no desire to form a Redecoration Committee for the President's House.
Michael Zuessman
Fran1ois Cailliarec

FBI
SNIFFS
0 UT SJUDENT
This Monday at 10 in the morning two
agents from the Federal Bureau of lnvestigation came on campus and "questioned"
a Bard student. This act of "routine procedure" by the investigative arm of the
administration placed in the context of
Bard College (the safe intellectual retreat)
is indicati~~ of policy changes towards internal pollt1cal control by the government

received political and military training
which was to be brought back to the U.S.
Mike respanded very emphatically that
this was entirely talse. That the story
about supposed guerilla training in Cuba
being circulated in the establishment
press was completely bullshit. He patiently expiained to the agents that the only
reason for, and activity of, the Venceremos
Brigade was to help the Cuban people
The subject of this particular investigation with the sugar harvest.
was Mike Flaherty, a freshman resident
of Stone Row. The apparent mativatian
During the questioning the agents displayof the agents was to question Mike coned an extreme intelligence with so me very
eerning the Venceremos Brigade of
decisive and effective questions. Some of
which he was an initial organizer and par- the better examples were:
ticipant in their second trip to Cuba last
spring. The agents arrived unannounced
Pigs- Are you a Marxist or a communist?
at Mike's door in South Hoffman and
Mike- I don't know, I haven't read enough
asked to speak with him. Mike, who was
yet.
sleeping at the time, was unaware they
Pigs- Why did you go to Cuba?
were with the FBI and proceeded to get
Mike- l'm Cuban.
dressed and go outside with them. Once Pigs- Did you see Castro?
outside the two very conservatively
Mike- Yes, I cut cane with him.
dressed men identified themselves with
Pigs- Did you I ike him (Castro)?
a quick flash of credentials. Mike had al- Mike- Yes, I think he isa cool dude.
ready figured these two as police of
Pigs - lf any information coneerning the
some sort as they had a "pig atmosphere
Brigade comes up that you think
about them."
will help us, will you let us know?
To this astounding question, Mike replied
At this point the actual questioning bewith a big shit-eating grin, "Sure I will."
gan with the agents primarily interested
in supposed insurgency and espionage
At this point the agents left, apparently
training received in Cuba during the
satisfied atanother job weil done. After
Brigade trip. They started with routine
this Mike checked with the administration
questions about the dates of the trip, etc. to see if the agents had announced their
and th en qu ickly switched to mo re pertpresence or intentions with anyone. No
inent matters. The agents repeatedly inone in Ludlow had been notified so this
ferred with questions that the activity of whole incident is one of walk in, interrothe Brigade trip was not restricted to cut- gate the subject and leave with no regard
ting cane. They implied that the Brigade
to page 6
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As you undoubtedly have noticed, this
issue is not twelve pages. This is directly
due to Richard Nixon, and his intlationarv policies, which has put us on the Observer in the proverbial squeeze for money. In fact, one can trace almost all of
the day to day troubles of Bard College
back to Nixon. Thisisa talent that one
develops after long and arduous study of
politics. and is worthwhile in that it isa
kind of ego balm that assuages the illhumors that arise as the weather turns
colder.

Phone(914)7~3666

an alternstiva newsmedia project
The Observer is an independent student publication of
the Bard College community. Publication is weekly,
during the Bard College academic year. Subscription
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Last week there was some considerable
controversy over a story that we printed
on Jimi Hendrix. In keeping with this,
we now have a controversy over ourselves.
We are printing a letter from Michael
Ventura, who feels that he has some legitimate grievances about the paper, and
student government. Not to be outdone,
however, we are also publishing a response
from Lis Semel, a member of Student
Senate, and a longtime campus activist.
From these, hopefully, you will be toreeel
to make your own conclusions. What we
are presenting are two diametrically opposed views, what we ourselves teel
should be obvious from the two letters.
lf you are going to put out a newspaper,
then you must work under the assumption that you are right and everyone else
is wrong. lf you don't, then you will be
forced out of your mind with an alacrity
that cannot be disputed. This is hardly
being objective, but then, you must remember that we have never maintained
that we are objective. Objectivity breeds
boredom and dullness. We may be guilty

geof cahoon/ editor
david schardt/ managing editor
bruce warshavsky/ copy editor
john katzenbachi news editor
m.h. apfelbaum/ contributing editor
jackie keveson/ photo editor
with: nancy scott, susan aberman, claire
carren, chris wynn, lydia ayers, louis
silver, sandy mayshark, d ana ahlgren,
jeff raphaelson, erik kiviat
graphics: niles
,ryn maartens, ron dans.

at times of both, but not because we are
objective. Hopefully, it is people like us
that Agnew disagrees with.
In the past we have had everyone from
State troopers and crusading sheriffs on
campus to saints and messiahs Iike Tim
Leary. Apparently we are moving up in
the world, for this week a student was
visited by the FBI. You should read both
the story, and the letter that we are printing from the chief himself, J. Edgar Hoover. Hopefully, if Agnew doesn't like us
neither does J. Edgar. It is always helpful
to know who your friends are.
Erik Kiviat, is also appearing with in the
paper, with a piece on deer hunting.
Sometime this tall you should borrow a
car and drive down some of the more deserted roads, and listen to the distant gunfire. Practically everyone has had the
inimitable opportunity to be thoroughly
disgusted as he is passed by two flushed,
red-shirted hunters, the root of their car
displaying the remains of an afternoon's
sport.
We've stiil got a lot of books hanging
around, just waiting to be grabbed by
someone with time on their hands. Besides those that were mentioned last
week, we have a hook on §_i_f_'l!!Jl!:!9 by
Eugene A. Stone; one on fertility cults
and modern religions called T__b_~~~!.~
Mushroom and the Cross by John Allegro;
anaccountoftheCiVilriQhts movement,
a mare personal view, by Debbie Louis
called And We Are Not Saved. As I said,
they areTüStwaitTn9t1ere:-·-- John Katzenbach

c§ld Woc
The Great Tuition Ripoff
or
You Get What You Pay For, So Long As
You Pay For It Twice
Part 11
l've been getting a great deal of criticism
about the column I wrote last week coneerning the funding of the Experimental
College. Few of my detractors have said
anything to me directly, but barbed
tongues have a way of getting through all
sorts of verbal tangles, and l've been able
to get the gist of the thing. It seems that
there are those who are quite angry.
From what I can gather, I have been found
guilty on two counts: First, in making the
Experimental College and the issue of its
funding into a "political football", and
second, for suspecting that the budget of
the Experimental College might be padded.
I am amazed at the naivete and the shortsightedness of the charges. Can it be that
the question of who ought to cough up
$3900 is not a political issue? Can it be
that Senate would not get involved in politics if it made the unprecedented move of
supporting, directly through Convocation,
a credit granting program of the College?
Come on, fellas, in terms of the internal
workings of the College, there are few issues that are mare political! The real
world isa political one, whether we like it
or not. Granteel that politicsisa game, but
it isa game in which the stakes are high.
Sometimes it isa game, as Cleaver and
Marx have both observed, that must be
played before we can get down to the mare
important business at hand.
And the budget. This is the siiliest part of
all. Frankly, I must apologize if I blasphemed a religious object. I had no idea
that by saying that the Experimental College's budget, like all large budgets, should
be carefully gone over, I would offend
anyone. I carefully pointeel out that I
would not attempt any kind of hasty
judgement, that I was not going to make

any value judgement. All I said was that
the budget should be carefully considered
and should be subjected to the same
treatment as any other budget. I impuned
ooone~honeayori~~r~y.

lm~eno

charges.
Ho hum. I guess some people just don't
Iike to be talked about. I just wish they
had told me of their anger to my face.
At this point, l'd like to lay the matter to
rest.

The variaus Divisional Committees for
implementing the Walter Committee's
recommendations have finally been elected. Unfortunately, not many students
have a clear idea of just what the new
procedures for the hiring, firing, rehiring,
and tanuring of faculty actually are. I
would recommend that the document,
as ammended, be printed up and distributed to all interested persons. I would
venture the guess that even some faculty
members are not clear on the new procedures.

The members of the EPC and the student
members of the Joint Long Range Planning Committee have been elected. Lis
Semel is the new Senator. Budgets are
complete, the Senate accepting the Budget Committee's recommendations almost intact in theeasiest Budget meeting
I can remember. There's singing in front
of Stone Row and here I sit, waiting for
a Sandwich Man who'll never come, writ·
ing my project and stiil fully convinced
that the Old Bard is a figment of Clark
Rodewald's imagination.

Jeffrey Raphaelsan

This week:
Bard 9 --- Western Connecticut 5
Coming Attractions:
Wed. Ulster County Community College (away)
Sat. Northeast Bible College (home)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

STUDENT BUDGET

ORGANIZATION
Photo. Magazine
Literature Club
Matching Fund Concerts
Economics Club
WXBC
Jewish Services Comm.
Sociology-Anthro.
Russian Club
Gay Liberatian
Black & Latin Amer. Student Assoc.
Paint Co-op
Art Club
Ceramics Club
Social Research
Student Mobe
Entertainment Comm.
Physics Club
Zen Society
Scientific Society
Y.S.A.
Women's Liberation
S.C.A.R.E.
Society for Vet. Meelieine
Dance Club
Psychology Club
Film Comm.
Nat. History and Ecology
Biology Club
New Musieal Diraetions
Tutoring Project
Art Co-op
Chapei Comm.
Lampeter Muse
Photo. Club
Fencing Club
Musieal Activities Club
Folk Dancing Club
lnner Coll~e
Senate
TOTAL

RE QUEST
2000.00
1800.00
1000.00
200.00
430.00
910.00
850.00
910.00
1280.00
2490.00
800.00
575.00
370.00
1000.00
1550.00
7500.00
380.00
450.00
567.00
550.00
665.00
200.00
108.00
1000.00
450.00
3478.00
1100.00
400.00
1200.00
340.00
700.00
800.00
911.00
282.85
385.00
2500.00
475.00
3940.00
4000.00
$48454.17

RECEIVED
1000.00
1100.00
1000.00
100.00
250.00
400.00
500.00
750.00
500.00
2000.00

------------425.00
250.00

------·------

625.00
3000.00
225.00
300.00
400.00
350.00
500.00
150.00
75.00
420.00
300.00
3150.00
425.00
150.00
700.00
200.00

-------------

400.00
875.00
250.00
200.00
1400.00
175.00

------·-----3950.00
$26445.00

let ter s...
To the Editor:
I too Iike humor and am willing to concede that Ken Daly is among the tunniest
of students on campus. The varied graphics show at Procter represents a serious
effort on my part to get together a lot of
lively, imaginative material by artists of
rather high talent. Perhaps the Observer
should consider a reviewer more amenable
to the task of hanest looking and writing.
There are a lot of worthwhile things that
could be said about contemporary printmaking. Unfortunately Ken Daly didn't
say any of them.
Matt Phillips
Mr. Phillips:
We suggest you re-read Ken Daly's review.
--The Observer Staff

To Bard:
The citizens of Bard have something in
common with the citizens of Greece,
Spain, China and South Vietnam: Their
newspaper is managed by their government.
Geof Cahoon, David Schardt, and John
Katzenbach are editors of the Observer.
They are also members of the Student
Senate. Your government manages the
information you receive about your government.
That is, when you receive any information at all. I may have been too dulled
by the sameness of Observer prose, but
I don't believe the last issue said a word
about your Student Government. This
could mean one of two things: 1) Your
government didn't do anything, or 2)
Your government didn't do anything it
wanted anybody else to know about.
It your government didn't do anything,
that should be reported. lf it did do anything, that should also have been reported. But you can't trust anybody to print
their own bad news.
This won't surprise anyone who remembers how two of these editors were elected Senators: Geof Cahoon, editor; and
David Schardt, managing editor.
On election morning last spring Bard
woke to find itself saturated with posters
and photographs, even a cloth poster run
up the flagpole. They advertised something called the School Shoes Conspiracy,
five people running for theSenateas a
block: Schardt, Cahoon, Bonnie Marcus,
and two more whom I don't remember.
A Cute name, Cute photos, and Cute slo·
gans. (One of these photos, as of 10 days

As it stands now, Jeff Raphaelsoo covers
student senate in the Observer column
known as Ad Hoc. You will recall, Michael, at the end of last semester you were
offered this job, but declined because
you "didn't I ike to go to meetings."
Jeff is not on Student Senate nor is he in
any branch of student government. He
has been told that uniess he keeps up on
Senate activities his column will be dropped. The editors are making every effort
to see that news is not omitted from the
paper. The Senate has ensured that no
one, not even you, need be uninformed
about student government decisions. The
minutes of the meetings are posted in
Hegeman, as they have been every week
of the semester.
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the use of rhetoric. In fact, a d emand
for tight money is usually considered conservative!

To answer some of your criticisms, let us
look just at what has been doneto impleago, was stiil on the wall in the Observer.)
ment these platform promises. A film
It was what they call on Madison Avenue
committee
was appointed at the end of
a "hype", which is anything resembling a
last semester (the new Senate began worktoothpaste commercial.
ing before the semester was over). The
committee worked during the summer
And right on cue, everyone asked, "What
and will continue this semester to evaluate
the hell is the School Shoes Conspiracy?"
film at Bard and to investigate the feasiAnd right on cue, the vote was voted, and
bility of a full-time department at the
four of these jokers got elected. Without
college. Due to the pressures of Senate,
clarifying a platform. Without attempting
backed by students, we now have two
to speak with their electorate. Without a
film courses, instead of one, and money
tinge of sincerity or honesty.
has been appropriated for the purchase
of equipment. Senate also turned the
Then Miss Marcus, the Moll of the Goody
It is apparent that there are countless
Red Balloon over to film so that the stuSchool Shoes Gang, ran for President of
students with muckraking fantasies, but dents would have a place to edit and show
the Senate and won. I submit that she
when it comes down to doing some work, their work.
won because her name was better known
the number shrinks to about a dozen.
than her opponent's. It was, after all, a
You, yourself, were not willing to be
In a step to equalize privileges of Lower
"brand" name and had been somewhat
carefully packaged. She r«n for this office, bothered with the work involved in cov- and Upper College, there was, for the
ering Senate. You also seem to teel your- first time, no discrimination at registraagain, without attempting any intelligent
self in the extraordinary positian of being tion as to college level.
communication with the voters. She
able to determine the "sincerity" and
never hinted that she knew or cared about
"honesty" of "Schardt, Cahoon, and
Piltering of student funds has long been a
government. She merely let us know she
Marcus," as you call them. You have
problem at Bard. Beginning last semester
wanted to win.
made absolutetv no effort to check on
with an investigation of the entertainthe
accuracy
of
your
claims.
ment committee, the new Senate initiated
I
nstead
of
These people use the rhetoric of revolution
attending Senate, or EPC meetings (all
a policy of tight control of money. The
because that is what you want to hear.
student meetings are open) you criticize entertainment committee is now a funeThey use the methods of Nixon because,
like your parents, that is what you respand from afar, very poetic but hardly defen- tian of Senate. No salaries will be given
(or taken as before) and the committee's
sible.
to.
decisions can be easily checked by all of
Two of them, Cahoon and Schardt, edit
One of your most boisterous and erron- Senate. The procedure whereby clubs
your newspaper. It is, indeed, "an alterna- eous claims is that the members of the
obtain money has been completely retive newsmedia project." While we're
School Shoes Conspiracy never clarified vised. Vouchers are now used and if
throwing around communications jargon,
overspending should ever occur the club
their platform. You seem eoually dislet's remember McCiuhan: The medium
dainful of their posters and photographs president will be held responsible.
IS the message. Method IS policy. Acwhich were used as part of the campaign.
tions speak louder than rhetoric.
Normally, a candidate is expected to be You seem to delight in berating Bonnie
Marcus, her name, her appearance, and
completely blase about a Bard election.
One notices as weil that the politically
For the first time a group of students de- her decision to run for Student Associaconscious writers of the Observer have
cided to put some energy and ingenuity tion President. It was hardly her decision.
found it comfortable to be unconscious
into the elections. But their interest did She was encouraged by a good many stuabout this subject: The danger, in your
not stop with posters and slogans. lf you dents who felt that she could cope with
own backyard, when your only local news were as aware of the campaign as you
the extensive work that is involved. Bonsource is managed by your government.
claim to be, it is astounding to me that
nie did not put out any additionalliteraThe power of influence these people have
you failed to notice a platform statement ture because her platform had been clearusurped. Either the Observer's writers
which appeared in your mailbox the
ly announced during the Senate election.
can't see what's right in front of them or
morning of the election. It, by some
Your phrase which says she is" ........ a
they enjoy writing columns too much to
chance, your box was overlooked you
brand name and had been somewhat carespeak out about that particular travesty.
should have noticed the same platform
fully packaged ..... " is an insidious insult
statement posted in Hegeman where you which reeks of chauvinism. I believe it
What does one call such people? Hypopresumably voted. The other students
is the sort of comment which men such
crites? Liars? It doesn't matter. Schardt. running had a platform
which proposed as you are fond of attributing to "catty"
Cahoon. Marcus. Keep an eye on them.
using convocation funds for dope and
women. It isa cliche, but true, that acRemember their names.
booze.
tions speak louder than words. Bonnie
was especially active during last spring's
Michael Ventura
The platform of the School Shoes Constrike. It " ....... her name was better
spiracy called for a film department at
known than her opponent's ..... " it was
Bard, affirmation of Lower College rights, certainly because of her participation in
and tighter control of money as three
Lis Semel Replies:
these activities.
principle programs. Does the choice
Often silly and irresponsible statements
made by the students stiil seem so irratYou insist that something sneaky and unspeak for themselves and are best left igethical is going on behind students' backs.
ional to you?
nored. However, Michael, in the case of
lf you would take the time to cometo
your letter, there exists a slight chanee
student meetings or even spend a few
I am totally baffled by your accusation
that those new students who are unfamilhours in the Observer ottice while the
that the "rhetoric of revolution" was
iar with the events of last spring might be
used by these students. lf you had both- paper is being put together I am sure that
taken in by your accusations. For the
ered to read their platform you certainly you would discover your claims to be not
sake of some honesty about the past sewould not have found it there. The pro- only unfounded but quite absurd.
mester an answer is neeessarv.
posals were stated quite simply, to avoid
Us Semel

ART. DEPT. OVERGROWN
fR,O~,.-

Ft\m Comrniltet
wednesday
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW
(dir. Pier Paolo Pasolini, 1964), 132 min. Pasolini
uses non-actors, faces without make-up, and plain
costumes in a faithful portrayal of Matthew's account. The story is told with simplicity and po~er,
and there is a sense throughout of an urgency wtth
which Jesus taught.
friday
HIGH NOON (dir. Stanley Kramer, 1952), 85 min.
The last word in westerns. With Gary Cooper.
Short: To Duck Or Not To Duck
sunday
SPACE CHILDREN (dir. Jack Arnold, 1958), 69
min. Children of rocket experts on an unnamed
missile base by the Pacific Ocean discover 'The
Thing'. Second in our series of Sunday night
October science fiction masterworks.

Seventy-five pereent more art majars in
the last three years are creating a crisis
for both that department and for non-art
majors wishing to take their courses. The
whole AMDD Division is expanding four
times faster than any other division and
Art is the fastest growing department in
the school. There are now more people
taking courses in that Department than
in the entire Science Division.
This year there are not enough studios in
Procter for seniors, the elasses are bulging
with majors, and, worst of all for the
rest of us, there are fewer opportunities
than usual for non-majors to take studio
courses.
Attempts have been made in the past to
provide more space and instruction but
the demand has far outrun these. The
Procter Art Center was built in 1964 and
was adequate for several years. Now, accord ing to Matt Phillips, head of the Department, it is "bursting the seams." Last

summer students were to construct an
addition to the Center costing $20,000,
but the inflation/recession consumed the
funds. President Kline announced at the
first faculty meeting of the tall that more
facilities were a top priority in the college's building program.
There were so many more students than
could be conveniently handled in the
two required freshmen studios that the
teachers expanded the hours from two to
three without saiarv compensation. An
additional instructor was hired during the
summer. Stiil, says Phillips, there are so
many majors that these studios are "packed by definition with art majors." (The
sculpture studios tend to have more space
than the others.) Thereis only one studia,
Principles of Visual Art, designed for the
non-major and its capacity is only fifteen.
Last year there were two of these studios.
to page 5

4
Hunting Seasons 1970-71
(Dutchess County)
Deer Nov. 16- Dee. 1
Gray Squirrel and Ruffed Grouse
Oct. 19- Jan. 31
Cottontail Rabbit Oct. 19 - Feb. 28
Raccoon Oct. 19 - Mar. 14
Pheasant Oct. 19 - Nov. 15
Ducks Oct. 5 - ?
Red and Grey Fox and other unprotected
species may be hunted at any time.
Ducks: The entire North Bay, and that
part of the South Bay which is also
State-owned, is very popular and heavily
hunted. The hunters generally conceal
themselves in camouflaged blinds built
in the shallow tidewater. Ducks see weil
and are very wary. The hunting is said
to be easy the first day, and Iess so after
the ducks have learned of the danger.
Ecolagieal drawbacks are 1) many ducks
are shot at from too great a distance, crippled and last; 2) the rarer species of
ducks are protected by law, but even under ideal conditions ducks on the wing
are difficult to identity and some of
these are always shot by accident; 3)
heavily shot-over waters accumulate lead
shot pellets in the bottom sediments
which may be ingested and poison bottom
feeding ducks (steel shot have been proposed, but would east mare - see the
Department of lnterior's excellent anthology ~ru:~!q_vrl_.J.Q.!!!Q!l._Q__W for an article
on this subject); 4) continued exposure
in man and laboratory animals to sudden
laud naise has been shown to produce or
aggravate loss of hearing, circulatory disease, and certain types of mental illness,
and to my knowledge the potential effects of hunting naise on small animals
and particularly birds that use the Bays
as migration rest-stops has not been evaluated. Conscientious hunters can avoid

the first two problems; the latter two are
etteets of heavy hunting pressure, all the
more important as available habitat for
ducks deereases steadi ly because of our
lack of recognition of the importance of
these areas.
Rabbits (and perhaps other small game
such as squirrels and grouse): Particularly
in the case of the cottontail rabbit, this
type of hunting seems to me a reasonable
supplementary source of food. Cottontails proliferate in scrubland and fencerows. Although they are important winter food for the horned owl and other
predators, in most cases hunters probably
do not present serious competition.
Grey Fox: Two men who hunt the lower
Cruger Island Road for fox bragged to me
of having killed two hundred in fifteen
years. It hurt me to listen to the baying
of their dogs driving a fox towarQ them
through the frozen swamp, while one of
the men was saying that if they didn't
kill some of the foxes they would eat all
the rabbits and there would be no rabbits
left to hunt, and besides they would get
twelve or fifteen dollars for the pelt of
the fox they had already killed and slung
on a bush behind me. (Think of this if
you wear a fur coat.) Food studies have
shown that the grey fox eats a varietv of
small animals in addition to rabbits, and
that this meat diet is supplemented with
wild fruits (see Martin et al, ~rrr.~r.i~~
Wildlife and Plants- A Guide to Wildlife
FoodH~~S.)Moreimp~tant~ITare
Til"Eico.lc:Tusions of some classical studies
on the predator-prey relationship, an
ecolagieal principle observed with wolves
and moose, wolves and caribou, deer and
their predators, birds of prey, and many
other speeies. This principle is summed
up in Austing'sl\'_gr!Q..Q.Lt!!~B~d_:_~il_e_Q

..tli!~~

"Today, we know that the redtailad hawk is neither good nor bad in its
own community; it is neeessarv in its
role of helping to keep in check the numbers of lesser creatures. The unfit are
continuously weeded out through predation, thereby assuringa healthy breeding
stock. The predator itself is controlled
by the numbers of its prey, and could not
survive if it depleted the breeding stock."
Predators such as foxes frequently take
animals crippled by hunters.

Whitetail deer: In addition to local
people, many come up from NYC to
hunt deer. The use of a rifle for this purpose is prohibited in Dutchess County; a
shotgun loaded with a large lead slug is
used. This slug travels mare slowly and
not as far as a rifle bullet, and is less accurate. A deer often survives the first
wound, whatever the weapon used, and
a good hunter carefully track the animal
down by the blood trail. All of the important natural predators of deer have

bard and

IN THE
AUTUMN
DFMV
MADNESS

WOMEN'S LIBERAT/ON
As the Women's Liberatian Movement

becomes larger, there isa proportionate
aberration in people's minds. Because,
while it is true that Women's Liberatian
is epitomized by frustrated and angry
women, they are women who also have
some objectivity about the cultural framework which has defined roles for women
and men alike. Unfortunately however,
as a cultural matter it is not taken seriously, since the media has promoted the
aberration by focusing on the silly or
sensational so that the contention becomes one of bras and bra-burning rather
than the real issues.
lmplicit to the "liberated" consciousness
is the understanding that one sex cannot
be oppressed without corrupting both
and theretare corrupting human relationships. How are women oppressed? They
are oppressed by a division of humanity
into two groups on the basis of what
amounts to physical strength, a primitive
value which is no longera relevant factor
of human survival. One half of the division rules the other by virtue of birthright. This then resembles a caste system
in which women are the lower caste. Gertain attitudes and behavioral modes are
ascribed to men, and certain others are
ascribed to women. Each sex is conditioned from babyhood (little boys do that,
little girls do this--- daddies do that, mommies do this). We take these definitions
for granted because th ey are the real ity of
our cultural environment and neeessarv ·
to our emotional well-being. We are seldom conscious of the injustice of the situation because, as members of that culture
we are unwitting reeeptors of all its values,
and can never be rid of their influence as
long as their presence is the reality we
must deal with. What does it take? In

effect, a total revolution.
For men and women in their personal relationships the role concepts contradict
the necessity for a state of mutual "psychic
vulnerability," which is what love is about.
Thereis no such thing as immunity; the
reality is the same for everyone, even
though some individuals may deal with it
somewhat more successfully. As things
stand, like it or not- know it or not, men
are in the positian of oppressors and are
perpetrators of the delusion of virility,
which isa terrible emotional detriment.
Women are changing themselves; they are
learning to I ike and trust other women
without characteristic pettiness. There is
a new sense of self-respeet and solidarity.
The company of other women is no longer a last resort or vague embarrassment.
Women are achievinga sense of identity
apart from the definitions of their masters.
They no longer see love as a professian and
exist in a twilight zane where they have
no sense of themselves as tangible beings
in a material world. A woman's primary
commitmant in life has always been her
man- what an awful burden for both.
Nevertheless, women can't have a sexual
revolution by themselves. Men are going
to have to assume some of the responsibility and learn to become sensitive to
their male chauvinism. Therefore, the
next lagieal step in the sexual revolution
(which is very much apart of the larger
one) is to initiate liberatian groups for
men.
Coca Kowalchuk
P.S. Women's Liberatian at Bard is planning to hold periodic open meetings for
the benefit of everyone.

been effectively eliminated from southern New York by predator prejudice.
(The mountain lion, bobcat, and timber
wolf were hunted out mostly, I teel, because of a fear-response lingering from
the time when early man was indeed a
prey animal. Experienced naturalists
hold that all attacks on human beings by
North American predators are provoked.)
The State Conservation Department keeps
a continuous watch on deer herds and
their food supply, so that th ey can all ow
the 'harvest' of a number of deer each
tall which would correspond to the number eliminated by starvatian during the
winter (the size of a herd peaks in summer
following birth of the fawns, but the
available winter food supply lowers the
population to about the same size each
spring). Unfortunately, the killing of the
excess deer by hunters operates to the
detriment of the gene pool, since modern
weapons permit many hunters to shoot
the bucks with much-coveted large antlers
and these deer are the healthiest of the
to page 6

Records are only half the story in the
music world. To truly appreciate music,
especially Rock, one must attend a live
performance. And, because few of the
top name groups include Annandale on
their tours and the school can't really
afford to bring in the best talent, there
isn't too much of that live shit around.
Trueking to the Fillmore isa stone drag
and there aren't too many rides to the
Capital Theater around.
The point of all this obvious nonsense is
to intarm you that there isa very exciting
if not terribly popular group around that
play s real good for free. (I know that I
stole the line, thank you). That's NRBO
and they live and play at Folly's Farm
which is between here and Poughkeepsie
near the Salt Point Turnpike. I know
that these directions don't help very
much but between now and next Sunday
(the 11th), Don Adams, who plays horns
for the group, should be delivering to me
posters advertising the show with complete details on how to get there. lf
they come, they'll be prominently posted.
Now, why am I pushing NRBO? They're
damn good, that' s why. Besides, when I
told them that I wrote this thing and
when I offered to help them out, they
humbly accepted. NRBO plays good
time, fun, rock music. To be mare specific, that's one part Jazz, two parts basic
rock, and three parts funk. l've seen them
once, at the Fillmore with Jeff Beck and
Joe Cocker and was at least impressed
enough to buy their first album, arid if

you agree at a·ll with my tastes after last
week's review, you ought to be duly inspired to go. To repeat, NRBO will be
playing for free this Sunday just a short
drive away. Ga.

A word for those of you who dig the
"heavies", particularly Led Zepplin,
Mountain, and heaven forbid, Grand
Fuckers Railroad. I obviously don't care
much for this particular breed of "music"
and it you do, we might as weil part company here. Sheer volume and a tan of
distortion are no substitute for talent.
Even it Jimmy Page has some, which I
suspect he does, there is no need for it
to be hidden behind a wall of amplifiers
and ridiculous arrangements. But it you
do have it in your heart for this stuff,
may I at least suggest to you one or two
heavy groups that are tolerable, sametimes good, and at least worthy of a listen. They are The James Gang and Free
and I refuse to talk anymore about it.

lf you've been planning on giving Reprise
a few dollars as part of your own Jimi
Hendrix tribute, get the Hendrix - Otis
Redding live at Monterey album. lt's
surely got some of Hendrix's best work,
but it's also a fine way to get some of you
yet uninitiated into the great Otis
Redding. Try a little tenderness.
Louis Silver

j. edgar warns students
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, in an "open letter to college students" issued at
the opening of the fall sebool year, has
"pinpointed eight ploys used by radical
extremists in their efforts to steer justifiable campus protest into violent and destructive channels."
"The vast majority of you," says Hoover,
"I am convinced, sincerely love America
and want to make it a better country."
But, Hoover warns, radicals from SDS ·
(in~luding Weathermen), Young Sadalist
Alltance (YSA), the Communist Party's
young Workers Liberatian League (YWLL)
Student Mobilization Committee to End
the War in Vietnam (SMC), or "many
(who) are not associated with any national group" are t~ying to .lure unsuspecting
~~mpus angels mto thetr ranks by capitalIzmg on student dissent.
H?over listed eight ways that "extremists

Wlll try to lure you into their activities":

*"They'll try to convert you to the idea.,.
that your college is "irrclevant" and a
"tool of the Establishment." The attack
against the college administration often
is bitter, arrogant, and unreasoning.
SDSers, for example, have sought to disrupt the colleges by dcmanding the right
to seleet professors, determine the curriculum, and set grading standards."

"They'll eneourage you to lase respeet
for your parents and the older generation.
This will be one of their first attacks, trying to cut you off from home. You'll hear
much about the "failures" and "hypocrisy'
of yaur parents and their friends. The
older generation has made mistakes but
your parents and miilions of other adults
worked hard, built, sacrificed, and suffered
to I?ake America what it is today. It is
theu country too. You may disagree with
them, but don't discredit their contributions.

*"They'll try to envelop you in a mood
of negativism, pessimism, and alienadon
toward yourself, your school, your Nation
This is one of the most insidious of New
Left poisons. SDS and its allies judge
America exclusively from its flaws. They
see nothing good, positive, and constructive. This leads to a philosophy of bitterness, defeatism, and rancor. I would like
you to know your country mare intimately. I would want you to look for the
deeper unifying forees in America, the
moods of national character, determination, and sacrifice which are working to
correct ~hes.e flaws. The real strength of
our Nat10n IS the power of morality, decency, and conscience which rights the
wrong, corrects error, and works for equal
opgortunity under the law.

*"They'll ask you to abandon your basic
common sense. Campus extremism
thrives on specious genetalizations, wild

'•
accusations, and unverified allegations.
Complex issues of state are wrapped in
slogans and cl~es., Dogmatic statements
are issued as if t
were the final truth.
You should carefu ly examine the facts.
Don't blindly follow courses of action
sugg.ested by extremists. Don't get involved in a cause just because it see ms
"fashionable" or the "thing to do." Rational discussion and rational analysis are
needed mare than ever before.

*"They'll ask you to helieve that you, as
a student and citizen, are powerless by
democratic means to effect change in
our society. Remember the books on
American history you have read. They
teil you the story of the creative selfrenewal of this Nation through change.
Public opinion time after time has brought
new policies, goals and methods. The individual is not hclpless or caught in "bureaucracy" as these extremists claim.

*"They'll tell you that any action is honorable and right if it's "sincere" or "idealistic" in motivation. Here is one of the
most seductive of New Left appeals -that if an arsonist's or anarchist's heart
is in the right place, if he feels he is doing
something for "humanity" or a "higher
cause," then his act, even if illegal, is
justifiable. Remember that acts have
consequences. The alleged sincerity of
the perpetrator does not absolve him
from responsibility. His acts may affect
the rights, lives, and property of others.
Justbeinga student or being on campus
does not automatically confer immunity
or grant license to violate the law. Just
because you don't like a law doesn't
mean you can violate it with impunity.

ART DEPT.
from page 3
There are several possible solutions to
this crisis. One is to reorganize the department requirements, perhaps creating one
basic freshman course. This would provide mare opportunities for non-majors,
~o~l.d alleviate the trials of being a cross·
d•v•s•onal major, and might eneourage
more student venturing.
The.faculty and majors opposed this sugges!lon at a departQ1ental meeting last
spnng. As Jim Sullivan, head of the de~a~tment l~st year, explains it, color, plastlcl~y, etc. 1s such a new mode of experiencmg and language for most students that
an intensive early program is essential for
the student major.
Another solution is for the entire faculty
and student body to aecept and finance
the emergence of a strong Art Department
~apable of serving its majars and any other
mterested students. With the current dim
economics, this might mean diverting money .from costly divisions who are rapidly
losmg students to divisions where the demand really is.
David Schardt

Change in Majars 1966-1969
AMDD +31%
art, +75%
drama-dance, +4 7%
music, +45%
SCI ENCE -25%
biology, -24%
chemistry, -37%
math, -67%
physics, +33%
LANG&LIT +8%
english, -5%
foreign lang., +36%
SOCIAL STUDIES -$
SOCIAL STUDIES -4%
history, -25%
government, -21%
philosophy, -7%
economics, -44%
psychology, -7%
religion, +17%
soc/anthro, +2%

BARD LANDS
from page 4

U.S.A.
(Guardian)-- The general assembly of the Presbyterian
Church in Capetown voted 75 to 57 to remain in the
World Council of Churches-- which last month decided
to give financial aid to severalliberation movements in
Africa, including some in South Africa listed as 'terrorist'
by the regime. The Presbyterian Church also endorsed a
theological statement critical of apartheid ... According to
figures released by the Vorster regime, 132 people have
been shot dead by South African police 'in the course of
their duties' since 1968. Another 363 people were injured by police.

herd, rather than the sick or senile individuals that a natural predator could
catch. I have tremendous respeet for the
Indian who treated thedeerasa spiritual
equal, even the smallest part of which
was not to be wasted - hide was tanned
with the deer's brain, shoulderblades
were made into hoes, dewclaws into necklaces, and antlers into fine tools. An additional problem is the number of country
dogs that are gentle and loving in the
house, but out-of-doors band together to
kill many deerand other wildlife; like
the hunters, the dogs are not dependent
on their prey for food and therefore the
reciprocal control laeks. (I recommend
Farley Mowat's ~~~j;.ry_~QI_f, an excellent popular account of his research on
a wolf family in the Canadian Northwest.
He illustrates weil both the predator-prey
relationship and the relationship between
the Native American and his environment)
The Bard property is posted against hunting, but the signs are sometimes torn.
down. Many hunters resent the postmg
of land. Bard people should be able to
use the woods for walking and study
without the uncomfortable presence of
guns and the associations they have for
us. Remember that the woods, even during the deer season, is safer than the readside. (The majority of hunting aecideots
involve hunters shooting each other.)
Wear yellow or red if it makes you feel
better. Remember also that a hunter is
only another person, and although I am
hurt by the seeming insensitivity and lack
of ecolagieal understanding of some hunters, I am continually being apprised of
areas of misunderstanding in myself and

I amwilling to learn and change. When I
was twelve and thirteen; l·hunted, feeling
the magical power of the tool that can
kill ata distance. I killed animals for
food, and why not? lf one wants to eat
meat- hunting in most cases is probably
no more harmful ecologically than our
other (to many, unfamiliar) ways of foodgetting. I also killed animals that a library
book taught me were "varmints" - undesirable species; I now know not to take an
entire species to task for the possibly
harmful individuallike the woodchuck
that was eating Thoreau's beans, which he
kill ed and ate, if I remember correctly.
So, if you meet someone who is hunting
on the Bard property, teil him in a friendly way that hunting is not permitted here,
and that this is a nature preserve and biological study area - he may not know. I nvite him to put his gun away and show
him around. Persistant violaters may be
reported to Dick Griffiths, or Conservation Offieer Harry Wheeler (Pine Plains
398-7315) with specific information (such
as hunting license number on cap or back
of iacket), if vou feel this to be the best
and undarstand the feelings of the other
person- this is the only way hunters and
non-hunters can learn to get along.
Erik Kiviat

MOLLYHAWK

UL.5TER SHOPPING ··PL..<a.ZA
ALBANY AVE. EXT .
KINGSTON, N. Y.

SIPPY'S
DELI -COFFEE SHOP

EADE
"THEATRES

n.-Thurs .. 11 am to 8pm
11-am to 9pm
11am to 7:30pm
U.S.A.
(Guardian) Toledo-- Three persons have been arrested,
one on charges of first degree murder, as aresult of the
Sept. 18 police raidon Black Panther headquarters in
Toledo, Ohio. John McCiellan has been imprisoned
without bail and charged with the death of a white policeman. Mike Cross, deputy minister of defense for the
Toledo chapter, was jailed on $20,000 bond on charges
of passessian of explosives. Otha Perkins, also in jail on
$10 000 bail is charged with resisting arrest. The last
two'were arr~ted when the police raided the Panthers'
headquarters shortly after the shooting of the policeman,
firing into the office. As the Panthers filed out of their
office, Troy Montgomery was shot three times. Montgomery had been told to drop the rifle he was elutehing
by its barrel and to turn around. As he turned around,
unarmed, police opened fire.
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THE FBI STORY

&

from page 1
tain it. The last question the agents
asked Mike was an invitation for him to
to college procedure or attempt at legal
niceties. In questioning the college admini- become an informer. This fact that the
FBI wants an informer at Bard College is
stration it seems that ttiough they disapan indication of what level they are operprove of this act there is not much they
ating at. It is very clear - repression is
can do about it, as the agents were within
increasing.
the law. President Kline said the college
would adopt the same policy towards"this
type of situation as it has towards the drug The hard line stand of Atty. General
question, basically that it would not volun- Mitchell, the administration's move to
the right expressed by Agnew and the
teer any information about students, etc.
tendency towards fascism practiced by
J. Edgar Hoover are becoming accepted
While this whole incident can be passed
as part of every day American Iife. As
off with humor it is important to examthis repression continues to increase it
ine it'for what it is and in relation to
will become the dominant force of every
Nixon administration policy towards
aspect of life. How individuals, like us at
political dissent. The fact that the FBI
Bard, who oppose this repression deeide
actually penetrated the safe retreat of
Bard is an indication of escalating repres- to relate to it will be the determining factor in whether this repression is successsion on the part of the government. As
tui in stifling dissent or not.
dissent continues to increase internally
the administration will be forced to keep
increasing their repressive means to conFrank Mantafia
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THE BLOB

order, that chaos is hei d at bay. The
youths alane could not conquer the Blob;
Apollonian center (the town) in the reand without the youths, the organized
gions of chaos (the swamp). Alane before society would not have survived.
the unavoidable consequences of individual existence, cut off from the cosmogony, The film's most important scene takes
he is engulfed by chaos.
place at the diner. With the descent into
the cellar we have the symbolic death and
The victims that tollow are the doctor and rebirth found in all initiatory patterns.
in the hopes of someday having the renurse, who symbolize Socratic optimism, Here the Blob traps both young and old:
sources and capability to destroy them.
Until then you never quite know when the the attempt to take refuge from chaos in Steve (Man), Jane (Woman), and Danny
knowledqe and reason. The doctor too
(Child), --all together symbolizing the
space craft will zoom over Bard College.
is alane, wrapped up in his profession.
unit of the Family -- along with the diner
When it does you just take cover. You
He seeks to counter the Blob with his
owner and his wife (the Community).
watch as someone shoots an anti-aircraft
science. But his books and chemicals
Confronting certain death, naked before
gun from atop Aspinwall. You hope he
prove insufficient; he, too, is duly inges- the horrors of encroaching chaos, they
hits but you know that it will only detleet
ted.
make a stand in love and courage, doomed
off the spacecraft. And you hope that
but not defeated. Only at this point is
one of their wierd weapons doesn't tall on
Finally, we witness the devouring of the the key to the monster's containment
you. Their technology is so advanced that
garage mechanic. Here again we have a
found, and the Blob is halted by a union
they fly circles around our supersonic jets.
of youthful energy (the teenagers) and
You wonder why they don't try to comm- character who has failed to realize his
human potential. He works at unfulfillthe social order (the principal and the
unicate with us if they are so advanced.
ing,
alienated
labor
(witness
his
comments
high
school.) Steve and Jane emerge from
"Why don't they try to undarstand us and
about his job). He fails to live in creative the cellar, no longer suspected and riditeil us their grievances."
synthesis with the community (he plans
culed, but proven and initiated.
On a rare occasion one of these space ships a trip outside the center to get drunk,
However, the Blob is not destroyed. The
isolating himself and denying his awareis shot down and you discover that the
cosmogony must be regenerated by each
ness through alcohol). Thus, he talis
people inside are exactly like you except
society to withstand the ever-lurking chaos.
that they are green and slightly taller. You prey to the nullifying vaid.
The symbolic story of the film is theretare
respectfully see them as "people." They
The other victims less emphatically delin- related to a larger cycl ieal framework of
are bad, green, "monsterous" people, but
the universal human condition. Few arteated nevertheless fit the pattern. No
stiil people. Strange, though, they se~
istic efforts are so ambitious.
kind, gentle us as being "gooks" and"slope authentic individual is absorbed by the
Blob,
and
significantly,
no
young
person.
heads!'•
It is to be hoped that future films will
For it is in youth that the answer is
aspire to the same quality of 'The Blob'
One day they finally come to you and
found. Steve and Jane and their friends
and that henceforth the Bard community
are able to talk your language. They
(all admirably portrayed) embody sponwill perceive mare beyond superficial
offer peace proposals and although their
taneity, adventure, Iave, mu tu al trust
meanings. For why are we at Bard, if not
language is perfect they stiil don't make
social concern, courage, and toleranc~ of to be instilled with a sincere awareness of
sense to you . Th ey say that we are the
unorthodox ideas. Büt it is only with
artistic genius?
"aggressor" and they don't mind killing
us because they think we are ugly. What synthesis into the community, the intusian of this vibrant life into the social
Britt Janes
they seem to say is "we want to dominate you and you must submit for although
we could wipe you out, we will only continue to bomb you until you do give up."
from page 1

Most silent Americans think of the Viet
Cong as "gooks." Most Viet Cong think
of Americans as "monsters." The use of
these name-calling adjectives appears to
be identical. But there is an important
distinction which can be pointed out.
Most Americans, and especially American
troops in Viet Nam, have been conditioned to respand to the Viet Cong, "Yeechh,
little, yellow colored, slope-headed gooks
who use World War I weapons and are
Commie, bastard, savage, aggressive enemies. We must kill them because they
are ugly."
Let us imagine, if it is possible, that we
are one of the people described in the
preceding paragraph. We are in a rice
paddy workinglike crazy with hoes and
shovels and other homemade tools .
What do we know about American technology? All we know is that we see huge
chunks of meta! fly through the air. We
don't even know how they fly or what
makes so much naise. It also drops a
substance upon us which sometimes explodes and sometimes makes great fires.
Often our work is interrupted by the
drone of these flying machines. We teave
the mud patty and take c'over. One of us
goes out to the middl~f the field and
aims our World War I rifle at the plane.
We only have one rifle for it was the
most our tiny army could afford to ratian
out. Out friend aims the gun mounted on
bamboo sticks with hardly a chanee of
hitting or causing damage. lt's Iike poking
a dinasaur with a stick, knowing that all
you can do is risk your life and hope it
dee ides to go away.
Tiny piles of excrement pelt the ground
and destroy days of work, as the monster
~lies off into th~ distance. Our only ox
ts dead and the jungle around us is in
flames. We are told that these Martian invaders are really people ealfed Americans.
But we know they must be monsters.
The Americans are just machines gone
crazy. Things from another world which
we can't understand but know that we
must try to fight or else die. Americans
can't be people like us. They seem to be
mare advanced than us, but if they are
why do they want to destroy us?
Suppase we are back at Bard College again.
One day a space craft is spotted throughout New York City and the next day the
town is leveled to the ground. On the
following days several of these foreign
crafts destroy London, Paris, Los Angeles,
Montreal, Peking and Moscow. lf you
think that Washington D.C. would be uptight, how do you think you would feel?

Of course you don't give up. Sure enough
they come with bombs and continue to
destroy !and and kill people all over the
world. It goes on for years and years and
will continue to go on. You feel insecure
and frightened. You are determined, but
goose bumps hit your body every time
you think of the tall green "monsters."
Yes, quite frightening, indeed.
---- Michael Harvey
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